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. APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRONIt TECHNOLOGIES

INTRODUCTION

TO,RURAL EDUCATION

Dr: Jerry L. Fletcher
President

Manifest Learning SysteMs, Inc.
P.O. Box 866
Tiburon, Ca. 94920
415-435-2685.

/
The intent of this-paper is to provide a framework for

considering applications of electronic tecHnologies to improAng

rural education. The emphasis is on "rural" in a special way
a

which.will be btest,illuminated by considering what this paper

does not attempt to. do: \,

1: 'This paper_Idoes no,t attempt to survey the endless

possibilities-of the new technologies. Given the rate at which

new capabi'lities are being developed, 'and the hardware already on
r- 4

'the shelf, this paper simply asumes'that virtually anything could

be developed Uheth r an appropriate configuration of.electronic
,

technology is develo ed which can significa ujtiy improve rural

education is a very d4 ferent

2. This paper do not merely focus on improving education

through applications of lectronic technoloy. While anyptechnology.

which.sigoificantly im oves educaCion in general.will have'applica-

, .

bility to rural educ ion,.and will eventually trickle down to rural

vhogls, this should no longer be acceptable to ru'ral people. Such

trickle-dbwn improvements ofteniere al-suited to rura) situat4ons,

and the whole development process continues to treat rural areas as

- mere extensions of urban and'suburban schools. -

t_
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Rather, this paper seeks to find a way to Make ruyal education ,

the focus of a.special effort to develop electronic technologies fo'r

them, to use rural s'chools as the developmental sites.for configurtions

'of technology that have broad and generaI,uility. Then the. initial
A 0

'money and concern woUld flow to rural,schools and communitiesfirst. 0

While recognizipg thattiiis iV a mixed blessing, that being the'

developmental Ote for something new with fu.ndin from outside,

probably Federal government funding', is not something that a lot of

. .

rural people and rural ,communities.would care for, there is neVer-
,

. I
,

. t

. thelesS important political and symbolic reasons for such a mtive.
4 .

-

And certaInly enough rural 'communities would vmbrace such a developmental
*/

-effort to enabfe it to be accomplished.

FOCUSING OM SMALLNESS ,4 , 4

. :Is,there such a focus? Is there a problem in rural America's,
%

- education 4s.tem which, if solved, Would have broad and eneral-utility,
-4,--

,
,

?

and for which rural school's are the oihviout plaCeto sta t? The fOcus
.

.

wi0 the best chance of meeting these criteria is smallnessA If

through appropriate electronA techrrol'dgy deliyery of education Arough

small units.c.ari be made eddcational,ly sound and eConomical y viable,
.

this would have very far-reachirig cgnseqUences. And rura) schtiols

I. ,
. .

woulZflee the logical placefor demonstrating thAlkit .cari.be done.

To elaborate on-this fi-amework,', cons'der first the educational
.

advantages of smallness, given file hearly crippling nature o'f the

forces attacking American educatiorr today. A convincing case can be

made that violence and'vandalim, arug LKe,.and other aberrtions,

disappear when educatioo is conducted in smaller -units. (at,the ouiside
e

,0 4

fewer than 400 studeots in building; optimally fewx: than 200)...

7
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The present char that large school$:are unresponsive and
f.

unwieldy, leveled b3i parents, teachers, researchers, and students

11
themselves, would be Met. Smaller schools are organizationally much

more capable of responsiveness, dhd if.through electronic technology

a comprehen§lve curriculum oan be offered, this responsiveness

would be made'meaningful.

Smaller units arE also inherentlyOtre humane, and while a

large part of the present massive efection,ofjuiddle class children .'
)

to proiviate schoolis is a'responseJtd forced busing,,a large propOrtion

.,

do not like the atmosphere of the.lar* factory-like schools. Smaller.
i.,, .

schools allow for more personal contact.
,

aneously small schools can btf more educationally demandin,a,

as with the reduction in discipline problems comes an increase in time t

spent learnidg. The time-on-task variabTe is one"of the first of-the

"variables that make a difference" to come.out othe preSent shi4ft in '

. *).

educational .resea.rch, and smaller schools would almost immediately

increase this variable significantly in the country.
(\.

. There are also administrative advantages. Single-interest

pressure groups dbuld be defused by the provision of education ih

smay units. Some of the small schools could pnovide sex-edUcation,

others nol; some could teach evolution, others creation; some eo!ld

provide a di..sciplsined basiE-skills.orientation, others more freedom.
414.

'MI of the advantages that were claimed ten.years ago for alternative

schools are still'possible, but the alteylat,)v,e sghools movement faltered

4 4

from the inability to deliver the quality cif curriculum needed.

. - A.
If electronic technologies can solve that poplem, the advantages are

,

. still thera. Aftd.administrators would love not to have to face the
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h-assle of Oosing schools as enrollment drops. They,just don't know

a way eonomically to keep buildings open with so few studepts (or at

least they believe that they are making cost-effective decqions; a

more careful analysis might suggest otherwise right now).

Other opportunities for putting.rUral education at the top of

the policy priorities of state and Federal funding-agencies are much

weaker. While concern about improvingi rural education is increasing,

the political strength of the4oncern does not begin to rival tha,

of many other areas of educational interest: vocational and career

education, particularly in relation to youth unemployment; improving

educational opportunities for various minorities; and dealing with

the crises of the system, such as violence and vandalism, school

finance, and teacher unionism. By contrast th political power of
,

rural America is unfocused, the diversity of rural America fi such

that areas with common problems 4re scattered asross the states so

that treating them as a clas§).is very difficult; or mobilizing them

to act as a class is almost impossible.

'If raw political strength is not-a.way to increase concern for'

uraPeducation, neither is the approach of arguing that rural schools

1 ave parsticularly unique problems likely to work. . Unfortunately it

is very difficult to argue analytically that rural problems are all

that unique. While vocational education is inappropriate to the rural

7
environment, vocational education is also massively inappropriate and

ineffective throughout tip country, particularly in inner-city areas;

while there'is inequitable distribution of funds to rural schools and

4

among xurarschools, this is perhaps even more true wiihin any large

1



district; Aile teachers for rural-ar.eas'r. lt be inappropriately

trained and tne isOlated and difficult conditions make tenure short,

this is massively true in city schools; while many minorities are

unserveCor underserved in rural areas, this is more than equally

true in urban areas. The "rural schools have unique problems"
4

approach has limited utility. 'At-best it will ierve-to gain fOr

rural schools their fair share of allocatmonies.

Capitalizing on smallness, Kowever, reprdrsents a unique

opportunity. Even though consolidation has been pushed far,

the bulk of rural education is provided,in much smal unfits than

in metropolitan areas. Even if Many of tliese school are above the

optimum size to gain th'e advantages listed abo've, they are nearer
,

to it that city and suburban sChools. Rural schools are thus a

unique laboratorifor,the development and testing of ways of

proOding comprehensive and effective education through small 'schools'.

In addition modern communications technology is more free of geographic

constraints than any other service delivery mechanism. The low

population density of rdra) America flakes using it as a development

site for anything else substantially more expensive,'It is almost a

unique strength of electronic communications that it canibridge

physical distances very cheaply. A demonstration of making small
1

schools viable in rural areas where
1
distances are vast would highlight

.

gis aspect of the capability theway nothing else would. Small

schools do not need the massive nearby resources of a city o be

educatio ally effective ind efficient.

'`1 .
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-MAKING SMALL SCHOOLS MORE EFFECTIVE

ThoUgh the variety is enormous, rUral schools are 6ot particularly

40,

ineffective. For a hundred years the'educated manpower for the growth

of industries came from people educated in rural schools who mfgrated

to cities% The data on rural schools collected by C a t which

supposedly backed his call for comprehensive high schools actually

undercut his own conclusions. Data frik the NAEP do not shOw that

rural schools are all that far behind, and the between them and

tbe best schools in the nation is closin

Yet the myth persists that the education provided in rural areas

is poor, and that smallness is one of the'main handicaps. This myth

has four mein components: high costs, the low quality of existing

instruction, the limited range of avaiLable prOgrams, and the inability
.

to provide special service$ to special populbtions. Each of these

ne eds greater eTaboration.

Higtrosts

In any small 'thool the cost pet'.' pupil of providing.any particular

program or service will be higher because fewer pupils are served.

Whether trlis is in fact true in any particular school is ComOlicated by

101r

the 9eneraNy lower salaries in rural areas, but certainly if a small

school tried to provide as comprehensive a program as a large school

'with a similar.staffing model (separate specialists for each subject),

the costs pe'r pupil would be.substantially higher. One of the major

arguments for consoliclation was an "economy of scale" argument, though

the rapidly escalatingcos'ts of.fuel for buses .4nd the increased ability

of teachers to col).ectiVely demand higher salaries calls this into question.

14-
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Low Quality of Existing Instruction

This component of the myth arises largely from data on the

qualifications of rural teachers. They tend, on the whoie, to be

less well trained, to have done less well in college, a.nd often to

be products of the local community. In addition there are fewer

books, fewer instructional materials in general, and of course,

a community with its own parochial outlook which will limft what

is permitted in the,schools. The isolation of the teachers makes

peer contact difficult, so there are fewer sources of new ideas

and materials, or new ways of teaching. ft was simply not expected

tha,t. children irr rural schools could be exposed to the 'quality of

instruction suppbsedly needed by citizens,in the culture.

'Limited Range of Available Programs

Given that small schools tend 'to model. larger schools, with

specialists teaching courses in their disciplines, no small school

can have the staff-to offer the full range of courses a large

school.can offer: Even though very few students will in fact take

advantage of any particular coulne, nie .l.ack.of advanced mathematics

off'erings, drama, music, art, or a-number of vocational specialties

gives the image of an inadequate program.

.

Special Seri/ices to Special Popul-a.tions

If the range of offerings to the general stUdent body is

limited, the probleffis are cOm.Roun,ded with minorities. In the case
c , .

of handicapped children; the numbert with any particular disabiljty.

414.
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are so few as to make specialized instr:uction extremely expensive.

With larger groups pf minoi-ities in rural areas: Native Americans

migrants,,Spanish speaking students, or Blacks, the local political

dynamics often result in severely iaequitable treatment,

The Truth in the Myth

Iki with any myth there(is a kernel of truth. Costs are higher

in ruraledueation, and the more separate small units there are, the

-higher the costs are'likely to be to provide an equivalent education

using

t.he

now staridard model of schooling. As suggested in the

introdi tion if hese costs are really weighed against the achievement

levels students and the absense of other problems of large tchools,

the cost-ben 't tradeoff is likely not to be so biased against small

schools.

For the purposes of this pa er, however, the focus is different:

If a way can be found, thrOugh electronic communications technology, to

either reduce costs, or to provide a curricul.um equivalent to that of

A
a larger school for about the same cost, the myth would have been

. hit at its strongest point.

The same is true for the other three, aspects of the myth. The

quality of the teachers is probably somewhat less good, thoujisince

there is increasing evidence that it is the quality of the human

connection, not the training of the teacher, that determines the

quality of the education. There is a more limited range of offerings,

though when large schools seem to graduate Many students who are

barely more than functionally literate, it is not clear what the



larger range of offerings really means. And minorities are sevei-ely

discriminated'against, though whether it is worsse than in cities is

a moot question,

Thils paper, however, takes a direct look at the applicability

of electronic communications technolop to addressing these four,

problems, on the assumption that if these four aspects of the myth

can be dirgctly confronted, the other benefits of smallness will

'make the package seem attractive to a broad general)udience.

{LECtRONIC TECHNOLOGIES AND LEARNING

Before examining the availability of electronic solutions to

these problems, a work needs to be said about what constitutes

learning, and the role that electronic technologies can play in

that. While this qUestion could be a book'in itself, and the

rapid development of the 4hardware capabilities suggests that not

much is truly impoSsiblethis paper takes fhe position thatelearning

has two Pr,01 phases-s

1. There is the phase of taking inOinforgation. This has to do

with assimilating the content of,instruction through listening to

presentations, reading, watching ddmonstrations, etc. and practicing

exercises which have "right" answer§..: questions, tests, essays, etc.

to make sure the information has been taken in.

2. There is the phase of working with the information in one's

own way: talking with people about/it, forming,opinions based on it,

trying it out in real life situationt, comparing it with one's own

experience and ultimately finding or creating one's own meaning out

of it.

'4e
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Given the present stcate of technology, the first phase might

well be accompliShed by some configuration,of eNctronic technology,

perhaps in a way subStantially more effeg(ive'and.efficient than'

what teachers are able to do today. The second phase cannot be done

by electronic technologies, and pOSsibly never will/be-able to be.
/

q one ultimately make.s new knowledge a pai-t orirleself is a human-

. interaction, 1,ife-living process, and machines,:are a long way from

0 providing the full richness of human experience.

For the purposes of this paper, therefore, no expectation is

present that electrOnic technologies will totally replace teachers.

Rather, it is posible,for technologies to take over, much of the

content presentation and accuracy of assimilatio-h tasks that teachers

presently perform. Done well this shoUld increase the amoUnt of

time teachers can devote to planning and conducting the kinds of

human interaction experiences necessary to really making any new

. 2 is OWIT.

4,4 ,
CAN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES REDUCE COSTS?

, There are two sources of reduc,ing costs in rural schools: to

reduce the costs of transpOrtat-ign, and,to replace some teachers.

The vast bulk of a district's costs are'tied up in salaries and

transportation. Reducing transportation costs is certainly possible.

Distance education has a long and distinguished history throughout the

world, and in ult education in rural areas of the United States.

Simple radio,broadcasts, or amplifiea teleplIone hook-ups between

the classes 'and remote listening posts' work quite efectively.

Ideally there _is a remote listening location to which a group of


